Habitat-Lite: a GSC case study based on free text terms for environmental metadata.
There is an urgent need to capture metadata on the rapidly growing number of genomic, metagenomic and related sequences, such as 16S ribosomal genes. This need is a major focus within the Genomic Standards Consortium (GSC), and Habitat is a key metadata descriptor in the proposed "Minimum Information about a Genome Sequence" (MIGS) specification. The goal of the work described here is to provide a light-weight, easy-to-use (small) set of terms ("Habitat-Lite") that captures high-level information about habitat while preserving a mapping to the recently launched Environment Ontology (EnvO). Our motivation for building Habitat-Lite is to meet the needs of multiple users, such as annotators curating these data, database providers hosting the data, and biologists and bioinformaticians alike who need to search and employ such data in comparative analyses. Here, we report a case study based on semiautomated identification of terms from GenBank and GOLD. We estimate that the terms in the initial version of Habitat-Lite would provide useful labels for over 60% of the kinds of information found in the GenBank isolation_source field, and around 85% of the terms in the GOLD habitat field. We present a revised version of Habitat-Lite defined within the EnvO Environmental Ontology through a new category, EnvO-Lite-GSC. We invite the community's feedback on its further development to provide a minimum list of terms to capture high-level habitat information and to provide classification bins needed for future studies.